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In Brief
Cases

ADELSON v ASSOCIATED NEWSPAPERS LIMITED  ■ [2007] EWCA Civ 701, The Times July 18, 2007, 
CA (Lord Phillips C.J., Jacob and Moses L.JJ.)

Substitution of claimant—expiry of limitation period

CPR rr.17.4 and 19.5, Limitation Act 1980 ss.32A and 35. Individual (C1) and his company (C2) bringing libel action 
against newspaper (D). After expiry of limitation period, on grounds of mistake within the meaning of s.35(6)(a) and 
r.19.5(3)(a), C1 applying to add two other companies (C3 and C4) as claimants. C2 a non‑trading holding company, 
and C3 and C4 both operating companies wholly owned by C2, trading and operating in the gambling industry. Judge 
dismissing application ([2007] EWHC 997 (QB)). Held, dismissing C1’s appeal (for reasons different to that given by 
judge) (1) s.35 and rr.17.4(3) and 19.5(3) cover the same ground as former RSC Ord.20. r.5, (2) when interpreting the 
CPR provisions in respect of the substitution of parties (which closely follow the form of the relevant parts of s.35), 
it is necessary to have regard to the jurisprudence on RSC Ord.20. r.5, (3) a “mistake” within r.19.5(3) is a mistake 
made by the person intending to sue (that is to say, by the person who, or whose agent, has authorised the person 
issuing the process to start proceedings on his behalf), being a person who is in a position to demonstrate that, had 
the mistake not been made, the proposed new party would have been named in the pleading, (4) there is a distinction 
between a mistake as to identification (X erroneously identified as the proper party instead of Y), and a mistake as 
to nomenclature (proper party identified, but erroneously called “X” instead of “Y”), (5) the mistake envisaged by 
the rules is a mistake of the latter type (misnomer), (6) the court must be satisfied (amongst other things) that the 
misnomer was not such as to cause reasonable doubt as to the identity of the person intending to sue (or to be sued, 
as the case may be), (7) in this respect the test is whether it was possible to identify the intending defendant, or (as in 
this case) the intending claimant, by reference to a description “which was specific to the particular case” (the test in 
The Sardinia Sulcis), (8) on the facts, it was impossible to conclude that those responsible for the particulars of claim 
were under a misapprehension of the material facts but for which they would have added C3 and C4 as claimants. 
Court noting that, in a given case, where there was misnomer of defendant, the application of test in The Sardinia 
Sulcis could result in the correct defendant being unaware of the claim until after the limitation period had expired, 
and observing that, in which event, the court will be likely to exercise its discretion against giving permission to make 
the amendment (para.57). Court observing that r.19.5(3), in contrast to r.17.4(3) (and RSC Ord.20, r.5), does not in 
terms specify that the mistake must not be such as to cause any reasonable doubt as to the party intending to sue or 
be sued (para.44). The Al Tawwab and Sardinia Sulcis [1991] 1 Lloyd’s Rep. 201, CA; Horne‑Roberts v SmithKline 
Beecham [2001] EWCA Civ 2006; [2002] 1 W.L.R. 1662, CA; Morgan Est (Scotland) Limited v Hanson Concrete 
Products Limited [2005] EWCA Civ 134; [2005] 1 W.L.R. 2557, CA; Weston v Gribben [2006] EWCA Civ 1425, 
November 2, 2006, CA, unrep., ref’d to. (See Civil Procedure 2007 Vol.1 paras 19.5.4 to 19.5.7, and Vol.2 paras 
8–84 to 8‑87.)

BANCO NACIONAL DE COMERCIO EXTERIOR SNC v EMPRESA DE TELECOMMUNICATIONES  ■

DE CUBA SA [2007] EWCA Civ 662, July 4, 2007, CA, unrep. (Lord Phillips L.C.J., Tuckey and Jacob  
L.JJ)

Worldwide freezing order—post-judgment—whether inexpedient

CPR rr.25.1(1)(a) and 74.20, Council Regulation (EC) No.44/2001 (Judgments Regulation) Arts 31 and 47(1), 
Civil Jurisdiction and Judgments Act 1982 s.25, Practice Direction (Interim Injunctions) Annex, Admiralty and 
Commercial Courts Guide para.F15.10. In proceedings in Italian court, Mexican company (C) succeeding in claim 
against Cuban telecommunications company (D) and obtaining judgment for US$167m. C taking steps to enforce 
judgment in Italy and in other jurisdictions in which the Judgments Regulation applies. In England, High Court judge 
granting C’s application under r.74.20 for registration of the judgment as a judgment of the Court. Judge also granting 
domestic freezing order and disclosure order relating to debts coming due to D from UK companies, including BT 
(X). On ground that it was a post‑judgment freezing order, judge not requiring any undertaking by C about losses 
incurred by X in complying with the order. Following disclosures by D, C applying for worldwide freezing order 
on ground that D were attempting to dissipate its assets to avoid enforcement, in particular by assigning debts due 
from X to another Cuban company (Y). Judge granting application, and this time including an undertaking by C as to 
third party losses ([2006] EWHC 19 (Comm)). Judge refusing X’s application to vary the domestic order to include an 
undertaking by C as to third party losses, but granting X permission to appeal. D applying to discharge the worldwide 
freezing order, contending principally that the court had no jurisdiction to make it. Single lord justice granting D 
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permission to appeal. In allowing both appeals, (1) as to X’s appeal, held (a) the need to protect from loss third parties 
affected by a freezing injunction by requiring an applicant’s undertaking to compensate arises both before and after 
judgment, (b) there may be exceptional cases, where for example the third party is not innocent, in which it might 
not be appropriate to require the undertaking, (c) it could not be contended that the requiring of such undertaking 
was incompatible with the applicant’s rights to protective measures under paras (2) and (3) of Art.47, and (2) as to 
D’s appeal, held (a) the effect of Art.47(1) is to provide that, if the applicant is able to show that he has a judgment 
which must be recognised, he is not prevented from availing himself of protective measures before the formalities 
which lead to registration have been completed, (b) it does not have the effect of providing that, once a judgment is 
recognised, the applicant is able to avail himself of any protective measures (including a worldwide freezing order) 
available in the state concerned, (c) on the facts of this case, there was no doubt that it was inexpedient to grant 
a worldwide freezing order, (d) the court was obliged to disclaim jurisdiction to grant such an order as matter of 
principle, having regard to the restrictions and limitation imposed by a combination of the provisions of the 1982 
Act, the Judgments Regulation, and judicial precedent. Van Uden BV v KG Deco‑Line [1999] Q.B. 1225, E.C.J.; 
Credit Suisse Fides Trust SA v Cuoghi [1998] 1 Q.B. 818, CA; Motorola Credit Corporation v Uzan (No.2) [2003] 
EWCA Civ 752; [2004] 1 W.L.R. 113, CA; Galaxia Maritime SA v Mineralimportexport [1982] 1 Lloyd’s Rep. 351, 
CA, ref’d to. (See Civil Procedure 2007 Vol.1 paras 25.1.14, 25.1.27, 25.4.2, 25PD.10, 74.26.1 and 74PD.15, and 
Vol.2 paras 2A‑98 and 5‑26.)

BASSI v ANAS  ■ [2007] EWCA Civ 903, June 30, 2007, CA, unrep. (Chadwick and Wall L.JJ. and Sir 
Peter Gibson)

Court of Appeal—re-opening final determination—alternative remedy

CPR rr.52.11(2) and 52.17, Housing Act 1988 ss.8 and 21. In March 2006, landlord (C), relying on notice given under 
s.21 (on August 19, 2005), bringing claim for possession against tenant (D). On issue (raised by D’s defence) as to 
whether tenancy had been extended by a documented agreement (produced by D) from 12 to 36 months, C averring 
(1) that he had not signed such agreement in the circumstances alleged by C, and (2) that the witness’s signature 
on that document was a forgery. In August 2006, for purpose of avoiding that issue, C bringing second possession 
claim against D, relying on notice given under s.8 (on June 28, 2006). D defending both claims, and in first bringing 
cross‑claim for damages against C for breach of repairing covenants. Each party making harassment allegations 
against the other. Claims consolidated and tried together. At trial, county court judge (1) in the second claim, holding 
that C was entitled to a possession order and giving judgment accordingly, (2) in the first claim, finding that C had not 
signed the amended agreement. After oral hearing, single lord justice refusing D permission to appeal, and refusing 
D leave to petition the House of Lords. D applying to Court of Appeal (1) under r.52.17 for an order re‑opening the 
single lord justice’s order and for a rehearing of his application for permission to appeal to the Court, and (2) under 
r.51.11(2) for order that the Court receive fresh evidence (in the form of evidence of a handwriting expert (X) tending 
to prove that C had signed the amended agreement). Single lord justice directing that application be heard by full 
court. Held, refusing application, (1) it would be wrong to fetter the jurisdiction identified in Taylor v Lawrence by 
ruling that it could not be invoked in circumstances where the applicant had an alternative remedy in the form of a 
fresh action to set aside a judgment obtained by fraud, (2) in determining the question whether the requirements of 
paras (a) and (b) of r.52.17(1) were satisfied, it was important to determine whether X’s evidence should be received, 
(3) that evidence should not be received because, with reasonable diligence, it could have been obtained for use 
in the county court proceedings, or in the application to the single lord justice, (4) in any event, the acceptance of 
X’s opinion would not, of itself, lead to the conclusion that C had been a party to a fraud, because (a) C’s case had 
always been that the purported amended agreement was not his document, and (b) this was not a case in which a 
party succeeded at trial on the basis of a false document which he had forged. Taylor v Lawrence [2002] EWCA Civ 
90; [2003] Q.B. 528, CA; Couwenbergh v Valkova [2004] EWCA Civ 676; [2004] C.P. Rep 38, CA; Ladd v Marshall 
[1954] 1 W.L.R. 1489, CA, ref’d to. (See Civil Procedure 2007 Vol.1 paras 52.11.2 and 52.17.2.)

HARCOURT v GRIFFIN  ■ [2007] EWHC 1500 (QB), June 27, 2007, unrep. (Irwin J.)
Further information—nature and extent of liability insurance

CPR rr.18.1 and 41.6. Claimant (C) bringing personal injury claim against unincorporated association (D). Consent 
judgment for liability of 75 per cent entered with damages to be assessed. C applying under r.18.1 for order requiring 
D to disclose nature and extent of their liability insurance. C’s motives for making application including (1) desire to 
avoid incurring costs in pursuing quantum claim disproportionate to amount for which D would be indemnified, (2) 
need to know whether a periodical payments order or a lump sum was likely to be more appropriate for the award of 
damages. Held, granting application, (1) the purpose of the court’s power in this respect is to ensure that the parties 
have all the information they need to deal efficiently with matters which are in dispute between them, (2) the wording 
of r.18.1 should be interpreted liberally, (3) the “matter” upon which clarification or additional information is sought, 
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though described as a matter “in dispute”, need not be one on which there is a live disagreement between the parties, 
(4) parties may be required to furnish information precisely for the purpose of determining whether there is such 
disagreement. In re O.T. Computers Ltd [2004] EWCA Civ 653; [2004] Ch. 317, CA, ref’d to. (See Civil Procedure 
2007 Vol.1 paras 18.1.2 and 41.7.1.)

J. JARVIS & SONS LIMITED v BLUE CIRCLE DARTFORD ESTATES LIMITED  ■ [2007] EWHC 1262 
(TCC), May 14, 2007, unrep. (Jackson J.)

Injunction to restrain arbitration—effect of delay in applying

CPR Pt 62, Supreme Court Act 1981 s.37, Arbitration Act 1996 ss.1, 68 and 69. Developers (D) and main contractors 
(C) entering into JCT contract for design and construction of warehouse. Following the emergence of problems with 
the flooring of the building, D commencing arbitration proceedings against C pursuant to the arbitration provisions 
in the contract. Arbitrator refusing C’s application to stay the proceedings, and making interim award consisting of 
procedural decisions. Two weeks before the start date for the arbitration, C commencing arbitration claim against 
D for purpose of preventing its continuance, either by means of an injunction or, alternatively, by challenging the 
interim award on various grounds under s.68 and s.69. Held, dismissing the claim, (1) the court’s power under s.37 
to grant injunctions includes a power to grant an injunction to restrain an arbitration from proceeding, (2) that power 
may be exercised if two conditions are satisfied, namely (a) the injunction does not cause injustice to the claimant 
in the arbitration, and (b) the continuance of the arbitration would be oppressive, vexatious, unconscionable or an 
abuse of process, (3) the court’s discretion to grant such an injunction is now only exercised very sparingly and 
with due regard to the principles upon which the 1996 Act is expressly based, (4) delay by the party applying for an 
injunction is material to the court’s exercise of discretion and may in some cases be fatal to the application. Lesotho 
Highlands Development Authority v Impregilo SpA [2005] UKHL 43; [2006] A.C. 221, H.L., ref’d to. (See Civil 
Procedure 2007 Vol.2 paras 2E‑242 and 9A‑111.)

MASRI v CONSOLIDATED CONTRACTORS INTERNATIONAL (UK) LTD  ■ [2007] EWCA Civ 702, 
June 12, 2007, CA, unrep. (Lloyd L.J.)

Conditions for appeal—compliance with costs and interim payment orders

CPR rr.3.1(3), 25.7 and 52.9, Human Rights Act 1998 Sch.1 Pt.1, Art.6, European Communities (Services of Lawyers) 
Order 1978 Art.5, Council Directive No. 77/249/EEC of March 22, 1977, Access to Justice Act 1990 s.27(2)(c). Trial 
judge making declarations as to the existence of, and parties to, an agreement. Judge ordering D to pay two‑thirds of 
C’s costs. Single lord justice granting D permission to appeal and date in July 2007 fixed for hearing. Subsequently, 
trial judge ordering D, by May 16, 2007, (1) to make interim payment of $30m on account of D’s eventual liability 
(C giving guarantees for repayment if D’s appeal were successful), and (2) to pay £722,000 on account of costs. D 
not complying with either of these orders. Upon ground that they were deliberately ignoring their obligations (their 
being no evidence that D were unable to pay), C applying under r.52.9 for order imposing condition that, unless both 
orders were satisfied by June 16, D’s appeal was to stand struck out without further order. Held, granting application, 
it was not inconsistent with Art.6 to make the order. Judge exercising discretion under s.27(2)(c) and permitting an 
advocate of the Brussels bar, being a person who lacked a right of audience but who was an “EEC lawyer” within 
Art.5, to address the court on D’s behalf and to speak to a note prepared by him on Art.6 issues. Hammond Suddards 
Solicitors v Agrichem International Holdings Ltd [2001] EWCA Civ 2065, December 18, 2001, CA, unrep.; Contract 
Facilities Ltd v Estate of Rees [2003] EWCA Civ 1105, July 24, 2007, CA, unrep., ref’d to. (See Civil Procedure 2007 
Vol.1 paras 3.1.4, 48.2.1 and 52.9.4, and Vol.2 para.3D‑75.)

SAYERS v SMITHKLINE BEECHAM PLC  ■ [2007] EWHC 1346 (QB), June 6, 2007, unrep. (Keith J.)
Court documents—supply to non-parties for use in foreign proceedings

CPR r.5.4C, Data Protection Act 1998. Personal injuries claim brought in High Court on behalf of large number of 
children (C) against drug company (D) alleging vaccine damage. Claimants (C) relying on expert’s reports referring 
to data compiled in tests conducted on specimens provided by C and others. Claim not coming to trial. In analogous 
American litigation brought against US government (X), claimants therein relying on the same test results. X applying 
to English court under r.5.4C(2) for permission to obtain from court records copies of the expert’s reports. Application 
opposed by C, but not by D. Held, the application should be granted, subject to the condition that the reports were 
sufficiently anonymised so that no question of any infringement of the 1998 Act arose. (See Civil Procedure 2007 
Vol.1 para.5.4C.8.)
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SES CONTRACTING LIMITED v UK COAL PLC  ■ [2006] EWCA Civ 791, July 26, 2007, CA, unrep. 
(Waller, Moore‑Bick and Moses L.JJ.)

Pre-action disclosure—respondent’s costs liability 

CPR rr.31.16 and 48.1, Supreme Court Act 1981 s.33. Mining company (D), inviting tenders for tunnelling services. 
Engineering company (C) participating in tendering process. In event, D awarding contract to another company (X), a 
subsidary of D. C having grounds for suspecting (1) that X had been given access to the details of their tender, thereby 
enabling it to compete on an unfair basis, and (2) that their (C’s) former chief executive had colluded with D with a 
view to stealing their business, thereby raising possibility that they might have a claim against D. C applying under 
r.31.16 for pre‑action disclosure by D of documents in their possession. Judge granting application and ordering D to 
pay C’s costs of the application (though not the costs of complying with the order) ([2007] EWHC 161 (QB)). On D’s 
appeal against the costs order, held, (1) the general rule, stated in r.48.1(2), is that the respondent to an application 
under r.31.16 should be awarded his costs, (2) that rule recognises that, usually, it will not be unreasonable for a 
respondent to require the applicant to satisfy the court that he ought to be granted the relief that he sought, (3) in this 
case, the judge did not find that it was unreasonable for D to resist the application, but awarded C the whole of their 
costs on the ground of the manner in which D had done so (in particular their contesting of allegations by witness 
statements unsupported by any contemporaneous documents), (4) the judge’s exercise of his discretion was flawed, 
as he did not appear to have fully appreciated the significance of the general rule or considered what kind of conduct 
would justify the court in going so far as to order a respondent to bear the whole of the applicant’s costs, (5) there 
was ample material to justify a departure from the general rule, and in the circumstances the right order was that 
there should be no order as to costs. Bermuda International Securities Ltd v KPMG [2001] EWCA Civ 269; [2001] 1 
Lloyd’s Rep. PN 392, CA; Black v Sumitomo Corporation [2001] EWCA Civ 1819; [2002] 1 W.L.R. 1562, CA, ref’d 
to. (See Civil Procedure 2007 Vol.1 paras 48.1.2 and 31.16.3, and Vol.2 para.9A‑96).

TASARRUF MEVDUATI SIGORTA FONU v DEMIREL  ■ [2007] EWCA Civ 799, The Times August 24, 
2007, CA [(Sir Anthony Clarke M.R., Arden and Hooper L.JJ.)

Service out of jurisdiction—claim to enforce foreign judgment

CPR rr.6.20(9) and 6.21(2A), Limitation Act 1980 s.24. Turkish bank (C) bringing proceedings in Turkey and in 
the Cayman Islands to recover sums alleged to have been fraudulently misappropriated by company director (D), 
a Turkish national. D involved in businesses on a very large scale and making use of the international banking 
system for the handling of his assets. On November 20, 2001, in the Turkish proceedings, C obtaining judgment 
against D for US$30m. In November 2006 (one year before expiry of limitation period fixed by s.24), C issuing 
claim form commencing common law proceedings in England to enforce that judgment. C applying under r.6.20(9) 
for permission to serve the claim form on D out of the jurisdiction. Judge (1) finding that, at no relevant time, did 
D have assets within the jurisdiction, (2) ruling that there is no reason to read into r.6.20(9) a requirement to the 
effect that a respondent should have assets within the jurisdiction, and (3) granting application. Out of time, D 
applying to Court of Appeal (1) for extension of time for appealing, and (2) for permission to appeal. Single lord 
justice adjourning (2) to be heard on notice to C (with appeal to follow if permission was granted), and directing 
that (1) be heard at the same time as (2). Held, granting an extension of time (in the event there being no prejudice 
to C in doing so), and permission to appeal, but dismissing the appeal, (1) “to enforce” within r.6.20(9) includes to 
enforce by action, (2) a claimant seeking to enforce a foreign judgment by action does not have to show that there 
are assets in the jurisdiction, but (3) he must show that he as a good arguable case that judgment should be given 
based on the foreign judgment, and further (4) he must ordinarily show that he can reasonably expect a benefit from 
such a judgment, (5) in the instant case, such benefit to C would include (a) access to various methods of, and aids 
to, judgment enforcement, including those designed to secure information as to the nature and whereabouts of a 
judgment debtor’s assets, (b) the likelihood of an opportunity to execute against assets of D within the jurisdiction 
(there being a reasonable possibility that in the future D will have assets in London, either in the form of physical 
assets or of a claim against other institutions. Purpose of, and origins of r.6.20(9) in RSC Ord.11, r.1(1)(m), explained. 
The Hagen [1908] P. 189, CA, ref’d to. (See Civil Procedure 2007 Vol.1 para.6.21.41)

Statutory Instruments
CIVIL PROCEDURE (AMENDMENT) RULES 2007 (SI 2007/2204) ■

Amend Civil Procedure Rules 1998. Substitute Pt 21 (Children and Protected Parties) to reflect Mental Capacity 
Act 2005 and make consequential amendments to several provisions in Pts 2, 6, 12, 14, 30, 32, 36, 39, 45 to 48. 
Amend r.19.9 and insert new rules rr.19.9A to 19.9F as a result of new procedures for derivative claims under the 
Companies Act 2006. Amend rr.46.2 and 46.3 to increase amount of fast track trial costs. Increase to 21 days time 
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limit in r.47.22 (appeal from costs decision of court officer). Add s.IV (Statutory Rights of Appeal) (rr.52.18 to 52.20) 
at end of Pt 52 (Appeals) inserting provisions relating to appeals under Law of Property Act 1922 Sch.15 para.16, 
Tribunals and Inquiries Act 1992 s.11(1), Town and Country Planning Act 1990, and Planning (Listed Buildings and 
Conservation Areas) Act 1990. Insert new r.52.12A making provision for representations by third parties at statutory 
appeal hearings. Amend s.I of Pt 65 (Proceedings Relating to Anti‑Social Behaviour and Harassment) to reflect 
extension of jurisdiction to attach power of arrest to injunction. Add ss.VI and VII to Pt 65 making provision for 
drinking banning orders and parenting orders. Revoke CCR Ord.45 in Sch.2, and several rules in RSC provisions in 
Sch.1 (in particular in RSC Ord.93, 94 and 95) for various reasons no longer required. In force October 1, 2007 (See 
Civil Procedure 2007 Vol.1, seriatim.)

CIVIL PROCEEDINGS FEES (AMENDMENT) (NO.2) ORDER 2007 (SI 2007/2176) ■

Courts Act 2003 ss.92, 98 and 108(6), Insolvency Act 1986 ss.414 and 415, Finance Act 1990 s.128. Amends Civil 
Proceedings (Fees) Order 2004. Omits para.(b) of art.3, and substitutes art.4. For Sch.1 substitutes Schs 1 and 1A. In 
force October 1, 2007. (See Civil Procedure 2007 Vol.2 para.10‑5.)

COURT OF PROTECTION RULES 2007 (SI 2007/1744) ■

Mental Capacity Act 2005. Revoke Court of Protection Rules 2001 and Court of Protection (Enduring Powers of 
Attorney) Rules 2001. Set out the practice and procedure to be followed in the new Court of Protection (replacing 
office of the Supreme Court known as the Court of Protection). Contain 23 Parts, dealing with a range of matters of 
practice and procedure similar to that covered by CPR (including evidence and appeals). Supplemented by practice 
directions, and including Parts relevant to particular aspects of the Court’s special jurisdiction under the 2005 Act. In 
any case not expressly provided for, CPR may be applied with any necessary modifications (r.9). Detail of transitional 
and transitory procedures provided for in the practice directions. In force October 1, 2007. (See Civil Procedure 
2007, Vol.2 paras 6B‑226 and 6B‑392.)

COURT OF PROTECTION FEES ORDER 2007 (SI 2007/1745) ■

Mental Capacity Act 2005 ss.54 and 61. Provides for application (£400), appeal (£400), hearing (£500), and document 
request (£5 and £25) fees to be charged in connection with the new Court of Protection established by the 2005 Act. 
Where a hearing taking place on or after October 1, 2007, was listed by the former Court, no hearing fee is payable 
(Art.10). In force October 1, 2007. (See Civil Procedure 2007 Vol.2 para.6B‑318.)

COURT FUNDS (AMENDMENT NO.2) RULES 2007 (SI 2007/2617) ■

Court Funds Rules 1987, Administration of Justice Act 1982 s.38(7). Amend 1987 Rules. Include amendments 
consequential on the coming into force of the Mental Capacity Act 2005. Amend and make additions to r.2(2) 
(Interpretation). Make amendments to Pt VII (Payment, Transfer and Delivery of Funds Out of Court) including 
provisions enabling Accountant General to make payments by international money transfer and to make direct 
payments for funeral expenses and inheritance tax. Also amend r.57 (Unclaimed funds). Revoke r.9 (Certificate of 
Master of Taxing Master). In force October 1, 2007. (See Civil Procedure 2007 Vol.2 para.6A‑18.)

NON‑CONTENTIOUS PROBATE FEES (AMENDMENT) ORDER 2007 (SI 2007/2174) ■

Courts Act 2003 s.92. Amends Non‑Contentious Probate Fees Order 2004 Arts 4 and 5 and inserts Sch.1A. Effect is 
to make new provision for remission of fees in whole or in part. In force October 1, 2007. (See Civil Procedure 2007 
Vol.2 para.6C‑202.)

Practice Directions
PRACTICE DIRECTION (CHILDREN AND PROTECTED PARTIES) (21PD) TSO CPR Update 45  ■

September 2007
CPR Pt.21 (Children and Protected Parties). Supplements Pt.21 as substituted by Civil Procedure (Amendment) Rules 
2007 r.8 and Sch.2. Deals with: litigation friends, settlement or compromise, apportionment under Fatal Accidents 
Act 1976, control of money recovered, investment, guardian’s accounts, payments out of funds in court. Replaces 
Practice Direction (Children and Patients) (21PD). (See Civil Procedure 2007 Vol.1 para.21PD.1.)

PRACTICE DIRECTION (APPLICATIONS UNDER THE COMPANIES ACTS AND RELATED  ■

LEGISLATION) (49PD) TSO CPR Update 45 September 2007
CPR Pt.49 (Specialist Proceedings). Supplements r.49 as amended by Civil Procedure (Amendment) Rules 2007 r.17. 
Applies to certain proceedings under Companies Acts 1985 and 2006, Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, 
Criminal Justice and Police Act 2001, Council Regulation (EC) No.2157/2001 (European Company Regulation). Deals 
with: title of documents, starting proceedings, particular applications under relevant legislation. Applies to claims 
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and applications made on or after October 1, 2007. Earlier proceedings to be continued as if Practice Direction 
(Companies Act 1985 and Other Legislation Relating to Companies) not revoked. (See Civil Procedure 2007 Vol.1 
para.49.1.1 and Vol.2 para.2G‑1.)

PRACTICE DIRECTION (DERIVATIVE CLAIMS) (19CPD) TSO CPR Update 45 September 2007 ■

CPR Pt.19 (Parties and Group Litigation). New additional practice direction supplementing CPR rr.19.9 to 19.9F as 
substituted by Civil Procedure (Amendment) Rules 2007 r.7. Applies to derivative claims, whether under Companies 
Act 2006 Pt 11 Ch.1 or otherwise. Deals with: claim form, application for order delaying notice, form to sent to 
defendant company or other body, early intervention by company, hearing of applications etc., discontinuance of 
derivative claim. Contains transitional provisions in which former r.19.9 stated. In force October 1, 2007. (See Civil 
Procedure 2007 Vol.1 para.19BPD.24.1.)

PRACTICE DIRECTION (ORDER UNDER SECTION 127 INSOLVENCY ACT 1986) (49BPD) TSO  ■

CPR Update 45 September 2007
CPR Pt.49 (Specialist Proceedings). Supplements r.49 as amended by Civil Procedure (Amendment) Rules 2007 r.17. 
Petitions for winding up orders. Includes standard form for s.127 order. In effect, replaces (without amendment) para.9 
of Practice Direction (Applications Under the Companies Act 1985 and Other Legislation Relating to Companies). 
(See Civil Procedure 2007 Vol.1 para.49.1.1 and Vol.2 para.2G‑10.)

COMMUNITY LEGAL SERVICE (FINANCIAL) (AMENDMENT NO. 2) REGULATIONS 2007 (SI  ■

2007/2442)
Access to Justice Act 1999 ss.7 and 10, Community Legal Service (Financial) Regulations 2000. Amend 2000 Regulations 
to facilitate the introduction of new civil fee schemes (see SI 2007/2441). In particular, changes reflect new levels of 
service for family work, make Legal Help means free for advice on Mental Health Review Tribunal matters, and change 
levels of help which are exempt from the statutory charge. In force on October 1, 2007, subject to exceptions similar to 
that provided for in SI 2007/2441. (See Civil Procedure 2007 Vol.2 paras. 7D‑18, 7D‑20 and 7D‑21.)

COMMUNITY LEGAL SERVICE (FUNDING) ORDER 2007 (SI 2007/2441) ■

Access to Justice Act 1999 s.6(4), Legal Aid Act 1988. Revokes with savings (see below) and replaces the Community 
Legal Service (Funding) Order 2000 (SI 2000/627). Imposes conditions on funding of services as part of the CLS by 
limiting the powers of the LSC to pay remuneration under contract for the provision of funded services. Contains a 
new schedule which sets out revised remuneration rates which will be payable for funded services, thereby removing 
reliance on regulations made under the 1988 Act. 2000 Order continues to have effect in relation to (a) applications 
for funded services made before October 1, 2007, (b) applications for funded services where (i) a client is in receipt 
of General Family Help, and (ii) the funded services are extended to include Legal Representation after that date. In 
force October 1, 2007, with exceptions of Pt.5 (Mental Health) and, insofar as it applies to Mental Health Review 
Tribunals, Pt.8 (Controlled Legal Representation) of the Schedule, which come into force on January 1, 2008. (See 
Civil Procedure 2007 Vol.2 para.7D‑1.)

MENTAL CAPACITY ACT 2005 (TRANSFER OF PROCEEDINGS) ORDER 2007 (SI 2007/1899) ■

Mental Capacity Act 2005, Children Act 1989. Provides for transfer of proceedings from a court having jurisdiction 
under the 1989 Act to the new Court of Protection established by the 2005 Act, and vice versa. Sets how proceedings 
are to be dealt with when a transfer is made. Makes particular provision for avoidance of party’s double liability for 
court fees. In force October 1, 2007. (See Civil Procedure 2007 Vol.2 para.6B‑2.)

MENTAL CAPACITY ACT 2005 (TRANSITIONAL AND CONSEQUENTIAL PROVISIONS) ORDER  ■

2007 (SI 2007/1898)
Mental Capacity Act 2005. Makes amendments that are transitional and consequential upon the coming into force of 
the 2005 Act and the creation of the new Court of Protection. Amongst other things, provides that High Court’s inherent 
jurisdiction is preserved in proceedings affecting personal welfare of adults lacking personal capacity commenced 
before October 1, 2007, (Art.3). Also amends other legislation, including Insolvency Rules 1986, Non‑contentious 
Probate Rules 1987 (rr.31 and 35), and Damages (Variation of Periodical Payments) Order 2005 art.3(d) (Art.6, Sch.1, 
paras 12, 13 and 37). In force October 1, 2007. (See Civil Procedure Vol.2 paras 3F‑63, 9A‑59, 6C‑132 and 6C‑141.)

The 19th Annual Judicial Review Conference 
Friday 30th November, London WC1 
Assessment of the key developments in judicial review during 2007. Speakers include: The Rt. Hon. Lord Neuberger 
of Abbotsbury, Professor Jeffrey Jowell QC and Sir Francis Jacobs KCMG QC. For further information visit 
www.sweetandmaxwell.co.uk/conferences or email conferences@sweetandmaxwell.co.uk 
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The Civil Procedure (Amendment) Rules 2007 (SI 
2007/2204) amended the CPR in various respects. By 
TSO CPR Update 45, numerous amendments were 
made to CPR practice directions (some but by no means 
all consequential upon the rule amendments). These 
new provisions came into effect on October 1, 2007. A 
narrative account of the changes is given below, and the 
full texts of some are set out. The full texts of all of them 
will be included in Supplement 2 of the White Book (to 
be published in October).

Part 19—Parties and Group Litigation

As a result of changes in the law relating to derivative 
claims brought about by the Companies Act 2006, 
in Sect.II of this Part (Representative Parties) r.19.9 
(Derivative Claims) is replaced in amended form, and 
an additional six rules (rr.19.9A to 19.9F) are added 
immediately following. For texts of these rules, see 
“Derivative Claims—Rules and Directions” below.

These new rules are supplemented by a new practice 
direction, Practice Direction (Derivative Claims) 
(19CPD) (an addition to the two practice directions 
already supplementing Pt.19).

The structure of the new rules in this Part is as follows:

r.19.9 Derivative claims—how started•	

r.19.9A Derivative claims under Ch.1 of Pt 11 •	
of the Companies Act 2006—application for 
permission

r.19.9B Derivative claims under Ch.1 of Pt •	
11 of the Companies Act 2006—members of 
companies taking over claims by companies or 
other members

r.19.9C Derivative claims—other bodies •	
corporate or trade unions

r.19.9D Derivative claims—rising in the course •	
of other proceedings

r.19.9E Derivative claims—costs•	

r.19.9F Derivative claims—discontinuance and •	
settlement

These rules apply subject to transitional provisions (see 
r.21(1) of SI 2007/2204) as follows (the prescribed date 
is October 1, 2007):

r.19.9 and r.19.9A apply only to a derivative •	
claim issued on or after the date;

r.19.9B applies to the taking over of a derivative •	
claim only where the relevant application for 

permission to take over the claim is filed on or 
after the date;

r.19.9C (i) applies to a derivative claim issued •	
on or after the date, and (ii) applies to the 
taking over of a derivative claim only where the 
relevant application for permission to take over 
the claim is filed on or after the date;

r.19.9D applies to a derivative claim that arises •	
in the course of other proceedings only if (i) 
r.19.9A would apply to the claim if it were 
brought, or (ii) r.19.9B or r.19.9C would apply 
to the taking over of the claim; and

r.19.9E and r.19.9F apply to a derivative claim •	
only if r.19.9A, r.19.9B or r.19.9C also applies 
to the claim.

The rules of court relating to a derivative claim (within 
the meaning of those rules) in force immediately 
before October 1, 2007, apply as if they had not been 
amended to any derivative claim in respect of which the 
claim form was issued before that date. The former rules 
are included in Practice Direction (Derivative Claims) 
(19CPD). For text of this practice direction (excluding 
the old r.19.9), see “Derivative Claims—Rules and 
Directions” below.

Part 21—Children and Protected Parties

The Mental Capacity Act 2005 came into effect on 
October 1, 2007. That Act makes significant changes 
to the law relating to persons who lack capacity. 
One consequence has been that CPR Pt.21 (formerly 
titled “Children and Patients”) has been replaced 
entirely. Numerous consequential amendments have 
been made to rules in other Parts, for the purpose of 
reflecting the change in nomenclature from “patient” 
to “protected party”. A more substantial consequential 
amendment is the replacement of the Table in r.6.6 
(Service of documents on children and patients). 
(Curiously, the title of this rule does not appear to have 
been amended.)

The practice direction supplementing Pt.21 has also been 
replaced entirely. And many amendments have been 
made to other practice directions. Again, this has been 
done mainly for the purpose of reflecting the change in 
nomenclature. More substantial changes include those 
made to the provisions in Practice Direction (Appeals) 
dealing with the dismissal of applications or appeals 
by consent (para.12.1 et seq.), and the insertion in that 
practice direction of special provisions dealing with 
appeals to the Court of Appeal from the new Court of 
Protection (para.21.12), a superior court of record for 

CPR Update
AMENDMENTS TO RULES AND PRACTICE DIRECTIONS
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England and Wales established by the 2005 Act. In 
effect, the Court takes over the responsibilities under the 
Mental Health Act 1983 formerly discharged by an office 
of the Supreme Court called the Court of Protection (but 
its jurisdiction is greater than that exercised under that 
Act).

Part 46—Fast Track Trial Costs

Amendments are made to r.46.2 and r.46.3 for the 
purpose of increasing the costs which the court may 
award (whether by summary or detailed assessment) 
in fast track cases. In these rules, the sums of £350, 
£500 and £700, wherever appearing, are increased to, 
respectively, £485, £690, and £1,035.

These amendments only apply where the hearing of 
the fast track trial commences on or after October 
1, 2007. Where the hearing of the fast track trial 
commences before that date, the rules of court 
relating to the amount of fast track trial costs which 
the court may award that were in force immediately 
before apply as if they had not been amended (see 
r.21(2) of SI 2007/2204).

Part 47—Procedure for Detailed Assessment of 
Costs

Rule 47.20 stated that a party to detailed assessment 
proceedings may appeal against a decision of an 
authorised court officer in those proceedings. The time 
limit for making such appeal, fixed by r.47.22, is raised 
from 14 days to 21 days.

Part 49—Specialist Proceedings—Companies

Rule 49 is amended and now states that the CPR shall 
apply to the following listed proceedings, subject to 
the provisions of the relevant practice direction which 
applies to those proceedings:

(a) the Companies Act 1985;

(b) the Companies Act 1989;

(c) the Companies Act 2006; and

(d) other legislation relating to companies.

There are two, new relevant practice directions: Practice 
Direction (Applications under the Companies Acts and 
Related Legislation) (49PD), and Practice Direction 
(Order Under S.127 Insolvency Act 1986) (49BPD). 
The former takes account of the new legislation and 
replaces the practice direction found in Vol.2 of the 
White Book at para.2G‑1 et seq. The latter replaces 
(without amendment) para.9 of that practice direction 
(ibid para.2G‑10).

It is convenient to note here that amendments have 
also been made to provisions in Practice Direction 
(Insolvency Proceedings) dealing with appeals; in 
particular to paras 17.8, 17.10 and 17.22 (see White 
Book Vol.2 para.3E‑18).

Part 65—Proceedings Relating to Anti‑social 
Behaviour and Harassment

In this Part, rr.65.1, 65.8, 65.9 and 65.10 have been 
amended, and a new S.VII (Parenting Orders Under the 
Anti‑social Behaviour Act 2003) (rr.65.37 to 65.41) has 
been added.

Para.8.1A of Practice Direction (Allocation of Cases to 
Levels of Judiciary) has been amended for the purpose 
of granting district judges jurisdiction in applications 
falling within Sect.VII.

New Sections are added to Practice Direction (Anti‑Social 
Behaviour and Harassment) (65PD), supplementing this 
Part. They are, Sect.II (Applications by Local Authorities 
for Power of Arrest to be Attached to an Injunction), 
and Sect.VII (Parenting Orders Under the Anti‑social 
Behaviour Act 2003).

Parts 8 and 52—Statutory Applications and 
Appeals

The process of tidying up the CPR, by bringing into the 
main body of the Rules provisions in the RSC and CCR 
re‑enacted in Schs 1 and 2 has continued. Such of the 
rules that remained in these Orders dealt with a mixed 
collection of statutory applications and appeals. This 
tidying up has been accomplished, not by inserting new 
Parts in the CPR, but  by making additions to particular 
existing CPR provisions sufficient to ensure the survival 
of the effects of these RSC and CCR rules, insofar as that 
is necessary.

The Parts of the CPR affected are Pt.8 (Alternative 
Procedure for Claims) and Pt 52 (Appeals). At the end 
of Pt 52 a new Section, Sect.IV (Statutory Rights of 
Appeal) has been added. It contains the following three 
provisions:

r.52.18 Appeals under the Property Law Act •	
1922

r.52.19 Appeals from certain tribunals•	

r.52.20 Appeals under certain planning •	
legislation

At the end of Sect.I (General Rules About Appeals) of 
Pt 52, a new rule, r.52.12A (Statutory appeals—court’s 
power to hear any person) is inserted. It states that, in a 
statutory appeal, any person may apply for permission 
to file evidence, or to make representations at the 
appeal hearing (r.52.12A(1)). Such application “must 
be made promptly” (r.52.12A(1)). This rule applies to 
appeals generally. Various other provisions give similar 
rights in statutory applications and appeals to persons 
notified of proceedings, though not parties thereto. 
(The exercising of the right to “make representations” 
should be distinguished from the exercising of a right 
of audience. The latter includes the right to examine 
witnesses and to call witnesses, and the granting of that 
right is strictly regulated by Pt.II of the Courts and Legal 
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Services Act 1990. Section 27(2)(d) of the 1990 Act 
recognises that “a party” to proceedings may, in acting 
on his own behalf, exercise rights of audience. A person 
permitted to make representations at an appeal hearing 
is not a party to the appeal. Obviously, such a person 
may engage a legal representative with the appropriate 
rights of audience before the appeal forum to make the 
representations on his behalf.)

As is explained further below, r.52.18 replaces RSC 
Ord.93, r.9. Paragraph (1) of r.52.19 replaces RSC 
Ord.94, r.8(1) (Tribunals and Inquiries Act 1992: 
appeal from tribunal), and para.(2) of the rule replaces 
RSC Ord.94, r.9(1) (Tribunals and Inquires Act 1992: 
case stated by tribunal). Otherwise, the tidying up 
has not involved rule changes. But is has involved 
the making of numerous amendments to the practice 
direction supplementing Pt 8, that is, Practice Direction 
(Alternative Procedure for Claims) (hereinafter “8PD”), 
including the insertion of a new Table in para.9 of 
that practice direction (hereinafter “the para.9 Table 
in 8PD”), and to the practice direction supplementing 
Pt 52, that is, Practice Direction (Appeals) (hereinafter 
“52PD”).

Statutory applications and appeals to Chancery 
Division (RSC Ord.93)

Most of the provisions that remained in RSC Ord.93 
(Applications and Appeals to High Court Under Various 
Acts: Chancery Division), and which are now revoked, 
did nothing more than state that the proceedings referred 
to were assigned to the Chancery Division (see also 
Supreme Court Act 1981 s.61 and Sch.1). That effect 
is now achieved by the para.9 Table in 8PD. The effect 
of r.4 (Proceedings under the Trustee Act 1925 to be 
assigned to Chancery Division) is not continued in this 
way (but its effect is maintained by s.61 and Sch.1 of 
the 1981 Act).

Statutory applications and appeals to Queen’s 
Bench Division (RSC Ord.94)

Included among the provisions that remained in RSC 
Ord.94 (Applications and Appeals to High Court Under 
Various Acts: Queen’s Bench Division) were rr.4, 5, 8, 
9 (for an account of what has happened concerning the 
other provisions in this Order now repealed, viz. r.12 
and r.13, see “Planning Appeals” below).

In effect, r.4 (Rectification of register of deeds of 
arrangement) is re‑enacted by para.12A of 8PD 
(Applications under s.7 of the Deeds of Arrangement 
Act 1914), and r.5 (Exercise of jurisdiction under 
Representation of the People Acts) by para.17A of 8PD 
(Other proceedings under the Representation of the 
People Acts). The several provisions of r.8 (Tribunal 
and Inquiries Act 1992: appeal from tribunal) (with the 
exception of para.(2)(c)) are now found in r.52.19(1), 

and in paras 17.5, 22.6D and 22.6E of 52PD. The 
several provisions of r.9 (Tribunal and Inquiries Act 
1992: case stated by tribunal) (with the exception of 
para.(2)) are now found in r.52.19(2) and in para.18.8(1)
(c) of 52PD.

Bills of Sale Act applications (RSC Ord.95)

The provisions that remained in RSC Ord.95 (Bills of Sale 
Acts 1879 and 1882 and the Industrial and Provident 
Societies Act 1967), and which are now revoked, were 
rr.1, 4, 5, and 6. Rule 5 (which said that an application 
under the Industrial and Provident Societies Act 1967 
s.1(5) must be made to a Queen’s Bench Master and may 
be made without notice) is not expressly re‑enacted.

Rule 1 (Rectification of register), r.4 (Search of register), 
and r.6 (Assignment of book debts) are replaced by three 
paragraphs in 8PD. They are, respectively, para.10A 
(Applications under s.14 of the Bills of Sale Act 1878), 
para.11A (Applications under s.16 of the Bills of Sale 
Act 1878), and para.15B (Applications under s.344 of 
the Insolvency Act 1986 for registration of assignments 
of book debts). The practice of dealing with applications 
under these rules at the Queen’s Bench Central Office is 
continued by the para.9 Table in 8PD. 

Representation of the People Act applications and 
appeals (CCR Ord.45)

The provisions that remained in CCR Ord.45 (The 
Representation of the People Act 1983), and which 
are now revoked were r.2 (Appeal from decision of 
registration officer), and r.3 (Selected appeals). They are 
replaced by two new paragraphs in 52PD. They are, 
respectively, para.24.4 (Representation of the People 
Act 1983—appeals against decisions of registration 
officers), and para.24.6 (Representation of the People 
Act 1983—appeals selected as test cases). A further 
paragraph now inserted, para.24.5 (Representation 
of the People Act 1983—special provision in relation 
to anonymous entries in the register), contains new 
provisions.

PLANNING APPEALS

By the Civil Procedure (Amendment) Rules 2007, r.12 
and r.13 of RSC Ord.94 are revoked, and a new rule, 
r.52.20 (Appeals under certain planning legislation) is 
inserted in the CPR. Further, two new paragraphs are 
inserted in the section of Practice Direction (Appeals) 
(52PD) dealing with statutory appeals to, and appeals 
by was of case stated to, the Queen’s Bench Division. 
They are para.22.6C (Appeals under s.289(6) of the 
Town and Country Planning Act 1990 and s.65(5) of 
the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) 
Act 1990), and para.22.8A (Case stated under s.289 of 
the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 and s.65 of 
the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) 
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Act 1990).  Paragraph 22.6C contains provisions similar 
to some found in RSC Ord.94, rr.12 and 13, but not re‑
enacted in r.52.20. Paragraph 22.8A re‑enacts para.(4) 
of r.13 (case stated to be heard by single judge unless 
court directs that the matter be dealt with by a Divisional 
Court) (see also subpara.(12) of para.22.6C).

The texts of r.52.20 of the CPR and para.22.6C of 52PD 
are set out below.

“Appeals under certain planning legislation

52.20.—(1) Where the Secretary of State has given a 
decision in proceedings on an appeal under Part VII of 
the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 against an 
enforcement notice—

(a) the appellant;

(b) the local planning authority; or 

(c) another person having an interest in the land to 
which the notice relates,

may appeal to the High Court against the decision on a 
point of law.

(2) Where the Secretary of State has given a decision 
in proceedings on an appeal under Part VIII of that Act 
against a notice under section 207 of that Act—

(a) the appellant;

(b) the local planning authority; or

(c) any person (other than the appellant) on whom 
the notice was served,

may appeal to the High Court against the decision on a 
point of law.

(3) Where the Secretary of State has given a decision 
in proceedings on an appeal under section 39 of the 
Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 
1990 against a listed building enforcement notice—

(a) the appellant;

(b) the local planning authority; or

(c) any other person having an interest in the land to 
which the notice relates,

may appeal to the High Court against the decision on a 
point of law.”

“Appeals under section 289(6) of the Town and Country 
Planning Act 1990 and s 65(5) of the Planning (Listed 
Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990

22.6C (1) An application for permission to appeal to 
the High Court under section 289 of the Town and 
Country Planning Act 1990 (‘the TCP Act’) or section 
65 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation 
Areas) Act 1990 (‘the PLBCA Act’) must be made 
within 28 days after notice of the decision is given to 
the applicant.

(2) The application—

(a) must be in writing and must set out the reasons 
why permission should be granted; and

(b) if the time for applying has expired, must include 
an application to extend the time for applying, 
and must set out the reasons why the application 
was not made within that time.

(3) The applicant must, before filing the application, 
serve a copy of it on the persons referred to in sub‑
paragraph (11) with the draft appellant’s notice and a 
copy of the witness statement or affidavit to be filed with 
the application.

(4) The applicant must file the application in the 
Administrative Court Office with—

(i) a copy of the decision being appealed;

(ii) a draft appellant’s notice;

(iii) a witness statement or affidavit verifying any facts 
relied on; and

(iv) a witness statement or affidavit giving the name 
and address of, and the place and date of service 
on, each person who has been served with the 
application. If any person who ought to be served 
has not been served, the witness statement or 
affidavit must state that fact and the reason why 
the person was not served.

(5) An application will be heard—

(a) by a single judge; and

(b) unless the court otherwise orders, not less than 21 
days after it was filed at the Administrative Court 
Office.

(6) Any person served with the application is entitled to 
appear and be heard. 

(7) Any respondent who intends to use a witness 
statement or affidavit at the hearing—

(a) must file it in the Administrative Court Office; 
and

(b) must serve a copy on the applicant as soon as 
is practicable and in any event, unless the court 
otherwise allows, at least 2 days before the 
hearing.

(8) The court may allow the applicant to use a further 
witness statement of affidavit.

(9) Where on the hearing of an application the court is 
of the opinion that a person who ought to have been 
served has not been served, the court may adjourn the 
hearing, on such terms as it directs, in order that the 
application may be served on that person.

(10) Where the court grants permission—

(a) it may impose terms as to costs and as to giving 
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security;

(b) it may give directions; and

(c) the relevant appellant’s notice must be served and 
filed within 7 days of the grant. 

(11) The persons to be served with the appellant’s notice 
are—

(a) the Secretary of State;

(b) the local planning authority who served the 
notice or gave the decision, as the case may be, 
or, where the appeal is brought by that authority, 
the appellant or applicant in the proceedings in 
which the decision appealed against was given;

(c) in the case of an appeal brought by virtue of 
section 289(1) of the TCP Act or section 65(1) of 
the PLBCA Act, any other person having an interest 
in the land to which the notice relates; and

(d) in the case of an appeal brought by virtue of 
section 289(2) of the TCP Act, any other person 
on whom the notice to which those proceedings 
related was served.

(12) The appeal will be heard and determined by a 
single judge unless the court directs that the matter be 
heard and determined by a Divisional Court.

(13) The court may remit the matter to the Secretary of 
State to the extent necessary to enable him to provide 
the court with such further information in connection 
with the matter as the court may direct.

(14) Where the court is of the opinion that the decision 
appealed against was erroneous in point of law, it 
will not set aside or vary that decision but will remit 
the matter to the Secretary of State for re‑hearing and 
determination in accordance with the opinion of the 
court.

(15) The court may give directions as to the exercise, 
until an appeal brought by virtue of section 289(1) of 
the TCP Act is finally concluded and any re‑hearing 
and determination by the Secretary of State has taken 
place, of the power to serve, and institute proceedings 
(including criminal proceedings) concerning—

(a) a stop notice under section 183 of that Act; and

(b) a breach of condition notice under section 187A 
of that Act.”

DERIVATIVE CLAIMS—RULES AND DIRECTIONS

As was explained above, with effect from October 
1, 2007, by the Civil Procedure (Amendment) Rules 
2007 (SI 2007 No. 2204) r.7 and Sch.1, new rules 
have been inserted in Sect.III of CPR Pt.19 (Parties and 
Group Litigation), and by TSO CPR Update 45 a new 
practice direction supplementing those rules has been 
published. The texts of the rules and direction are as 
follows:

CPR RULES 19.9 TO 19.9F

“Derivative claims—how started

19.9—(1) This rule—

(a) applies to a derivative claim (where a company, 
other body corporate or trade union is alleged 
to be entitled to claim a remedy, and a claim is 
made by a member of it for it to be given that 
remedy), whether under Chapter 1 of Part 11 of 
the Companies Act 2006 (or otherwise; but

(b) does not apply to a claim made pursuant to an 
order under section 944 of that Act.

(2) A derivative claim must be started by a claim form.

(3) The company, body corporate or trade union for the 
benefit of which a remedy is sought must be made a 
defendant to the claim.

(4) After the issue of the claim form, the claimant must 
not take any further step in the proceedings without the 
permission of the court, other than—

(a) a step permitted or required by rule 19.9A or 
19.9C; or

(b) making an urgent application for interim relief.

Derivative claims under Chapter 1 of Part 11 of the 
Companies Act 2006—application for permission

19.9A—(1) In this rule—

“the Act” means the Companies Act 2006;

“derivative claim” means a derivative claim under 
Chapter 1 of Part 11 of the Act;

“permission application” means an application referred 
to in section 261(2), 262(2) or 264(2) of the Act;

“the company” means the company for the benefit of 
which the derivative claim is brought.

(2) When the claim form for a derivative claim is issued, 
the claimant must file—

(a) an application notice under Part 23 for permission 
to continue the claim; and

(b) the written evidence on which the claimant relies 
in support of the permission application.

(3) The claimant must not make the company a 
respondent to the permission application.

(4) Subject to paragraph (7), the claimant must notify 
the company of the claim and permission application 
by sending to the company as soon as reasonably 
practicable after the claim form is issued—

(a) a notice in the form set out in the practice direction 
supplementing this rule, and to which is attached 
a copy of the provisions of the Act required by 
that form;
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(b) copies of the claim form and the particulars of 
claim;

(c) the application notice; and

(d) a copy of the evidence filed by the claimant in 
support of the permission application.

(5) The claimant may send the notice and documents 
required by paragraph (4) to the company by any method 
permitted by Part 6 as if the notice and documents were 
being served on the company.

(6) The claimant must file a witness statement confirming 
that the claimant has notified the company in accordance 
with paragraph (4).

(7) Where notifying the company of the permission 
application would be likely to frustrate some party of 
the remedy sought, the court may, on application by the 
claimant, order that the company need not be notified 
for such period after the issue of the claim form as the 
court directs.

(8) An application under paragraph (7) may be made 
without notice.

(9) Where the court dismisses the claimant’s permission 
application without a hearing, the court will notify the 
claimant and (unless the court orders otherwise) the 
company of that decision.

(10) The claimant may ask for an oral hearing to 
reconsider the decision to dismiss the permission 
application, but the claimant—

(a) must make the request to the court in writing within 
seven days of being notified of the decision; and

(b) must notify the company in writing, as soon as 
reasonably practicable, of that request unless the 
court orders otherwise.

(11) Where the court dismisses the permission application 
at a hearing pursuant to paragraph (10), it will notify the 
claimant and the company of its decision.

(12) Where the court does not dismiss the application 
under section 261(2) of the Act, the court will—

(a) order that the company and any other appropriate 
party must be made respondents to the permission 
application; and

(b) give directions for the service on the company 
and any other appropriate party of the application 
notice and the claim form.

Derivative claims under Chapter 1 of Part 11 of the 
Companies Act 2006—members of companies taking 
over claims by companies or other members

19.9B—(1) This rule applies to proceedings under 
section 262(1) or 264(1) of the Companies Act 2006.

(2) The application for permission must be made by an 
application notice in accordance with Part 23.

(3) Rule 19.9A (except for paragraphs (1), (2) and (4)(b) 
of that rule, and paragraph (12)(b) so far as it applies to 
the claim form) applies to an application under this rule 
and references to the claimant in rule 19.9A are to be 
read as references to the person who seeks to take over 
the claim.

Derivative claims—other bodies corporate and 
trade unions

19.9C—(1) This rule sets out the procedure where—

(a) either—

(i)  a body corporate to which Chapter 1 of Part 11 of 
the Companies Act 2006 does not apply; or

(ii)  a trade union, is alleged to be entitled to a remedy; 
and

(b) either—

(i)  a claim is made by a member for it to be given 
that remedy; or

(ii)  a member of the body corporate or trade union 
seeks to take over a claim already started, by the 
body corporate or trade union or one or more of 
its members, for it to be given that remedy.

(2) The member who starts, or seeks to take over, the 
claim must apply to the court for permission to continue 
the claim.

(3) The application for permission must be made by an 
application notice in accordance with Part 23.

(4) The procedure for applications in relation to 
companies under section 261, 262 or 264 (as the case 
requires) of the Companies Act 2006 applies to the 
permission application as if the body corporate or trade 
union were a company.

(5) Rule 19.9A (except for paragraphs (1), (2) and (4)(b) of 
that rule, and paragraph (12)(b) so far as it applies to the 
claim form) also applies to the permission application as 
if the body corporate or trade union were a company.

Derivative claims arising in course of other 
proceedings

19.9D If a derivative claim (except such a claim 
in pursuance of an order under section 994 of the 
Companies Act 2006) arises in the course of other 
proceedings—

(a) in the case of a derivative claim under Chapter 1 
of Part 11 of that Act, rule 19.9A or 19.9B applies, 
as the case requires; and

(b) in any other case, rule 19.9C applies.

Derivative claims—costs

19.9E The court may order the company, body corporate 
or trade union for the benefit of which a derivative claim 
is brought to indemnify the claimant against liability for 
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costs incurred in the permission application or in the 
derivative claim or both.

Derivative claims—discontinuance and 
settlement

19.9F Where the court has given permission to continue 
a derivative claim, the court may order that the claim may 
not be discontinued or settled without the permission of 
the court.”

“PRACTICE DIRECTION—DERIVATIVE CLAIMS 
(19CPD)

This Practice Direction supplements CPR Part 19

Contents of this practice direction

Application of this practice direction
Claim form
Application for order delaying notice
Form to be sent to defendant company or other body
Early intervention by company
Hearing of applications etc.
Discontinuance of derivative claim
Transitional provisions

Application of this practice direction

1. This practice direction—

(a) applies to—

(i) derivative claims, whether under Chapter 
1 of Part 11 of the Companies Act 2006 or 
otherwise; and

(ii) applications for permission to continue or 
take over such claims; but

(b) does not apply to claims in pursuance of an order 
under section 994 of that Act.

Claim form

2. (1) A claim form must be headed “Derivative claim”.

(2) If the claimant seeks an order that the defendant 
company or other body concerned indemnify the 
claimant against liability for costs incurred in the 
permission application or the claim, this should be 
stated in the permission application or claim form or 
both, as the case requires.

Application for order delaying notice

3. If the applicant seeks an order under rule 19.9A(7) 
delaying notice to the defendant company or other body 
concerned, the applicant must also—

(a) state in the application notice the reasons for the 
application; and

(b)  file with it any written evidence in support of the 
application.

Form to be sent to defendant company or other 
body

4. The form required by rule 19.9A(4)(a) to be sent to the 
defendant company or other body is set out at the end 
of this practice direction. There are separate versions of 
the form for claims involving a company, and claims 
involving a body corporate of another kind or a trade 
union.

Early intervention by the company

5. The decision whether the claimant’s evidence 
discloses a prima facie case will normally be made 
without submissions from or (in the case of an oral 
hearing to  reconsider such a decision reached pursuant 
to rule 19.9A(9)) attendance by the company. If without 
invitation from the court the company volunteers 
a submission or attendance, the company will not 
normally be allowed any costs of that submission or 
attendance.

(Sections 261, 262 and 264 of the Companies Act 2006 
contain provisions about disclosing a prima facie case 
in applications to continue a derivative claim.)

Hearing of applications etc.

6. (1) Where a permission application to which this 
practice direction applies is made in the High Court it 
will be assigned to the Chancery Division and decided 
by a High Court judge.

(2) Where such an application is made in a county court 
it will be decided by a circuit judge.

Discontinuance of derivative claim

7. As a condition of granting permission to continue or 
take over a derivative claim, the court may order that the 
claim is not to be discontinued, settled or compromised 
without the court’s permission. Such a condition may be 
appropriate where any future proposal to discontinue or 
settle might not come to the attention of members who 
might have an interest in taking over the claim.

Transitional provisions

8. (1) From 1st October 2007 new rules came into force 
about procedures for derivative claims. The new rules 
are set out in CPR rules 19.9 to 19.9F.  

(2) The rules of court in force immediately before 1st 
October 2007 apply to derivative claims begun before 
1st October 2007. These (former CPR rule 19.9) are 
set out below: (see White Book 2007 Vol.1 para. 19.9, 
p. 462).”
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